Impulsive-motion model for computing the closing motion of mechanical heart-valve leaflets.
The speed of mechanical heart-valve leaflets is known to be an important quantity for predicting cavitation, yet no simple computational means exists for predicting the leaflet speed. In this study, a model for simulating the motion of heart-valve leaflets in rigid test systems is presented. The input for the simulations is the ventricular pressure trace, readily measured in heart-valve tests. The model is based upon an impulsive-motion approximation, wherein the motion within the system is produced by rapid acceleration at the boundary, e.g., by a moving piston. A set of quasisteady, linear equations for the pressure field that are decoupled from the leaflet equation of motion is derived. The pressure field and leaflet moment are computed without the need to treat moving boundaries. Model predictions of closing time compared favorably with those measured in a 1994 cavitation study. Computed values of leaflet tip speed were also compared with those of a previous study, at the same value of average pressure slope. The model values were in agreement with measured speeds, given the limitations of using the average pressure slope as a metric for comparison.